Algebraically, principal components can be defined as the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a covariance or correlation matrix, but they are statistically meaningful as successive projections of the multivariate data in the direction of maximal variability. An attractive alternative in robust principal component analysis is to replace the classical variability measure, i.e. variance, by a robust dispersion measure. This projection-pursuit approach was first proposed in Li & Chen (1985) as a method of constructing a robust scatter matrix. Recent unpublished work of C. Croux and A. Ruiz-Gazen provided the influence functions of the resulting principal components. The present paper focuses on the asymptotic distributions of robust principal components. In particular, we obtain the asymptotic normality of the principal components that maximise a robust dispersion measure. We also explain the need to use a dispersion functional with a continuous influence function.
I
Classical principal component analysis (Jolliffe, 2002; Diamantaras, 1996) is based on second moments and so it is very sensitive to outliers. The need for robust principal component analysis was recognised by earlier authors including Campbell (1980) , Ruymgaart (1981) and Critchley (1985) , and recent applications can be found in neural networks and computer vision (De la Torre & Black, 2001 ) and in chemometrics (Hubert et al., 2002) . In § 2 of the present paper, we review three approaches to robust principal component analysis based on a robust scatter matrix or Huberisation of the least squares loss or optimisation of a dispersion measure over projections. The third approach uses a projection-pursuit index as a measure of dispersion (Huber, 1985) and provides clear interpretations of the resulting principal components. In § 3, we derive the asymptotic distributions of the principal components based on robust dispersion measures, which complements the study of Li & Chen (1985) and that of C. Croux and A. Ruiz-Gazen in the unpublished report 'High breakdown estimators for principal components: the projection-pursuit approach revisited'. Under appropriate conditions, we show that these principal component vectors and the associated dispersion values, analogous to the eigenvectors and the associated eigenvalues of the classical principal component analysis, are asymptotically normal. Similar results were presented in Zhang (1991), but they do not apply to commonly used dispersion measures and their limiting distributions appear to be in error. In this paper, we build upon the work of Croux and Ruiz-Gazen and that of Zhang (1991) and employ refined approximation schemes to derive Bahadur representations of robust principal components that are applicable to some common choices of robust dispersions. In § 4, we discuss the conditions and implications of our main results. Huber's M-estimators and the trimmed variances are used as examples of robust dispersion to illustrate the applicability of our asymptotic results. Under elliptically symmetric models, our results simplify to provide a mathematical justification for the efficiency comparisons made by Croux and Ruiz-Gazen in their report. We also demonstrate the need for a robust dispersion measure with a continuous influence function. As the influence function of the dispersion functional approaches a discontinuous function, the asymptotic variances of some elements of the principal component vectors can blow up to infinity, suggesting a severe loss of efficiency for the resulting principal component vectors. We take this as evidence against using some common dispersion measures like the median absolute deviation and interquartile range for robust principal component analysis. The advantages of a robust principal component analysis in the presence of outliers and that of choosing a 'smooth' dispersion functional are also confirmed in a simulation study. The proof of our main theorem is given in the Appendix.
Computation of the robust principal components based on a projection-pursuit index is no trivial task even in today's computing environment. We used a simple random search algorithm in our simulation of p=3, but refer to the report of Croux and Ruiz-Gazen for an approximate algorithm for higher dimensions.
A      
Classical principal component analysis is mathematically equivalent to the eigenanalysis of the variance-covariance matrix. Naturally, a number of authors have proposed replacing the sample variance-covariance matrix by a robust scatter matrix (Devlin et al., 1981; Naga & Antille, 1990; Croux & Haesbroeck, 2000) , and some robustness properties of the scatter matrix estimator carries over to the eigenanalysis. For any affine-equivariant matrix, Theorem 1 of Croux & Haesbroeck (2000) provides an elegant connection between its influence function and those of its eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
The second approach is well summarised in recent work of De la Torre & Black (2001) . Let x 1 , . . . , x n be a sample of size n in Rp, and let B be a p by q matrix of directions, where q∏p, such that the columns of B correspond to the q principal components to be sought. Classical principal component analysis can then be formulated as finding B so as to minimise
This formulation opens the door for robustification by replacing the quadratic loss in (2·1) with a robust loss function. Although iterative algorithms can be used to solve the minimisation problem, it is typically difficult to interpret the resulting robust principal components. The interpretability of classical principal component analysis is an important statistical property, exploited for instance in its use in dimension reduction. In the above two approaches to robust principal component analysis, the basic notion of capturing the largest variability in a sequence of nested spaces is not preserved.
The third approach to robust principal component analysis is to use a robust dispersion as an alternative measure of variability. Finding principal component vectors that maximise a robust dispersion measure is more interpretable and statistically appealing. Li & Chen (1985) used this approach as a way of constructing a robust scatter matrix. The resulting scatter matrix is no longer affine equivariant, which might be a concern for general scatter matrix estimation, but for principal component analysis affine equivariance does not make much sense, since affine transformations can completely change the criterion function and the directions of interest. Robust principal component analysis obtained from a robust dispersion remains rotation equivariant, as does classical principal component analysis. Croux and Ruiz-Gazen derived the influence functions for these principal components for elliptically symmetric models. They further conjectured that these estimators are asymptotically normal and used the L 2 integral of the influence functions as the asymptotic variances. The purpose of this paper is to fill the gap in the asymptotic theory.
M 
Whenever possible, we use the notation of Croux and Ruiz-Gazen in their report. Suppose that S(F ) is a dispersion functional of any univariate distribution F with the influence function at F given by (y; S, F ). If Y is a random variable distributed as F, we also use S(Y ) interchangeably with S(F ). Let B p be the p-dimensional unit sphere. Applying S to any projection XµRp in the direction of aµB p , we have dispersion s a =S(X∞a). Let F a be the distribution function of X∞a/s a . It is then clear under the assumption of scale equivalence that the influence function of S(X∞a) is given by
It is clear that h(x, a) depends on x only through a∞x. For each x, we can view h(x, a) as a function of aµRp, even though it is of interest only for aµB p . Expansion to aµRp can make differentiation somewhat easier. For the sample version, let s n (a) be the functional S evaluated at the empirical distribution of x∞ 1 a, . . . , x∞ n a. We make the following assumptions about the choice of S. Condition 2. For any given x, h(x, a) is continuous in a and piecewise differentiable in the following sense: there exists an integer K and a partition {R j (x), j=1, . . . , K} of Rp such that h(x, a) is differentiable on the interior of each R j (x).
Condition 3. We require that s n
We shall use h < (x, a) as the derivative of h(x, a) with respect to a; in general this dot notation will denote a derivative with respect to a. For a function of the form of y{(a∞x−m a )/s a }, say, we use y(1) to denote the derivative of y to distinguish it from y < . This convention will be used for (a∞x/s a ; S, F 0 ), y(1) and x(1) in § 4. Condition 3 is a uniform Bahadur representation of the scale estimator. For any given a, the asymptotic linear representation with a higher-order remainder term can be verified by, for example, the exponential inequalities used in He & Shao (1996) . Since B p is a compact set with an algebraic covering number, it is typical that the representation in Condition 3 holds uniformly in aµB p . More technical details of this nature can be found in Pollard (1984) .
Next, we make some additional assumptions about the smoothness of the dispersion functional.
Condition 4. The function s < a is differentiable with respect to a with continuous derivative s a .
Condition 5. At any given aµB p , the derivative s < n (a) of s n (a) with respect to a exists almost surely. Furthermore,
uniformly in aµB p for some function h* satisfying (i) E{h*(X, a)}=0 for any a, and (ii) h*(x, a) is piecewise continuous in a.
The piecewise continuity of h* should be understood similarly to the piecewise differentiability defined in Condition 2. Typically h*(x, a)=h < (x, a), but technically we treat h* in its own right to make it easier to verify Condition 5. We do not require the function h < (x, a) to be smooth. In fact, Huber's M-estimator and the L -estimator of scale based on trimming correspond to discontinuous h < (x, a) and therefore do not satisfy the conditions imposed by Zhang (1991) .
Of all the conditions, Condition 5 is often the least trivial one to verify. However, Condition 5 is not a necessary condition for the asymptotic normality result to be given in Theorem 1. For example, it can be weakened to the following condition.
Condition 5∞. We require that
uniformly in a, dµB p as t 0 and n 2.
The scale estimator Q n of Rousseeuw & Croux (1993) does not satisfy Condition 5, but we expect it to satisfy Condition 5∞. The verification of Condition 5∞ for Q n appears quite complicated technically, and we shall not pursue the details here.
We define v 1 =arg max{S(X∞a), aµB p } and l 1 =S2(X∞v 1 ). Iteratively, we define
. . , v p are population principal component vectors and l 1 , . . . , l p are the associated squared dispersion values. We assume that only the first q∏p dispersion values are positive. The sample versions will be denoted by v @ j and l @ j respectively. We shall assume that v j is unique, up to direction reversal, for any j; that is, we view v j and −v j as equivalent and it does not matter which one we take. When we say that v @ k v k , we mean convergence in axis, not in the signed vector. Following Condition 5, we write H(x, a)=h*(x, a)+s < a and
components analysis
Let I p be the p by p identity matrix, and define
With Z 0 =0 and for k=1, . . . , q, we define Z k recursively by
provided that A−1 j exists for 1∏ j∏k. It is clear that the process (3·2) can be represented by
for some sequence of matrices C jk determined by A k , B jk , and P k+1 . In addition, let
The following theorem gives consistency and a Bahadur representation of v @ j and l @ j .
T 1. Suppose that l 1 >l 2 > . . . >l q for some q∏p and that the v j are unique up to direction reversal for 1∏ j∏q. (i) Under Conditions 1-3, we have that v @ j v j and l @ j l j in probability as n 2.
(ii) If Conditions 1-5 hold and A k , for k=1, . . . , q, are nonsingular, we have
As a consequence, the joint distribution of
converges to the multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and variance-covariance
. The consistency result in part (i) of Theorem 1 was given by Li & Chen (1985) for a class of M-estimators. Part (ii) assumes A k to be of full rank. Otherwise, a Bahadur representation for v @ k can be expected only along certain projections. Under elliptical models, the nonsingularity of A k is implied by the inequality l k >l k+1 . Throughout the paper, we assume that the l k are strictly ordered for k=1, . . . , q for some q∏p, and that the vectors v k are unique, up to direction reversal. The asymptotic analysis would become more complicated if multiple principal component vectors correspond to the same dispersion value. For the classical case where S2(Y )=var(Y ), we refer to Muirhead (1982, § 9.5) for some asymptotic results about l @ k . For more general cases, future work is needed.
E  
4·1. Elliptical models Under elliptically symmetric models the results of Theorem 1 can be greatly simplified. We also focus on the typical cases here, for which h*(x, a)=h < (x, a). If S−D(X−m) is spherically symmetric, any dispersion functional s a satisfying Condition 1 is proportional to (a∞Sa)D. We refer to Fang et al. (1990) for more details of elliptical models. Without loss of generality, we assume that s2 a =a∞Sa. In this case, l k and v k are the kth eigenvalue and eigenvector of S. It is also straightforward to verify that s < a (a∞Sa)−1/2Sa, s a = (a∞Sa)−1/2S−(a∞Sa)−3/2Saa∞S, and thus
where (1)(y; S, F 0 ) denotes the derivative of (y; S, F 0 ) with respect to y and F 0 is the common distribution of a∞(X−m)/s a . Furthermore, we have
and thus
By (A·6) of the Appendix, the iterative equation (3·2) holds for
. Plugging (4·2) and (4·3) into (3·2), we obtain
which matches influence function (3.3) in the report by Croux and Ruiz-Gazen. Similarly, we have g k (x)=2l k (x∞v k /√l j ; S, F 0 ). Specialisation of Theorem 1 to elliptically symmetric models affirms rigorously the asymptotic efficiency of comparison of Corollary 1 of Croux and Ruiz-Gazen.
4·2. Choice of dispersion
Certain assumptions about S are made in Theorem 1, related to the smoothness of the dispersion functional. Here we use examples to illustrate a rather general way of deriving h*(x, a) of Condition 5. The other conditions of Theorem 1 are more straightforward. 
{F−1(t)−T (F )}2 dt, Principal components analysis
where T (F )=∆ 1−a a F−1(t) dt is the location functional for the a-trimmed mean. Suppose that X has a continuous distribution that is elliptically symmetric about zero so that S−DX∞a/s a has the common univariate symmetric distribution F 0 for all a, and s2 a =a∞Sa. The density function f 0 =F∞ 0 is assumed to be positive on the interval (F−1 0 (a), F−1 0 (1−a)). For consistency, assume without loss of generality that ∆ 1−a a {F−1 0 (t)}2 dt=1. Bahadar representations for the trimming-based location and scale estimators are available in Serfling (1980, Ch. 8) . Here, we focus on Condition 5, but note that it suffices to verify Condition 5 for s2 n (a), the square of the dispersion measure. Let F na be the empirical distribution of a∞x i /s a . It is important to note that, with probability one, the ranks of the a∞x i are unchanged in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of a. Thus, the derivative of
where I{.} is the indicator function. Since
we have
Now turn to the influence function of s2 a . Direct calculations show that
which implies that the influence function of s2 a is
Differentiating with respect to a, and letting I a (x, a)=I{F−1
To verify Condition 5, we use similar arguments to those of Lemma A1 to obtain
uniformly on aµB p and on any set of (c 1 , c 2 ) with
By plugging in c 1 =F−1 na (a) and c 2 =F−1 na (1−a) and also using
we can re-write (4·4) as
which can be compared to (4·5) to verify Condition 5 with h*(x, a)=h < (x, a).
Example 2. Huber's M-estimator of scale is a useful robust dispersion measure. Let F a be the distribution function of a∞X. Huber's location and scale functionals (m a , s a ) solve
where y(x)=max{−c, min(x, c)} and x(x)=y2(x)−b c for some constant c>0 and b c >0; see Huber (1981, p. 137) . For the elliptically symmetric models used in Example 1, we may consider any odd function for y and any even function for x as long as they are continuous and piecewise differentiable.
The sample dispersion s n (a) satisfies
Differentiating both equations of (4·6) with respect to a, we can obtain an expression for s < n (a). By straightforward but somewhat tedious calculations, we can verify that Condition 5 holds with
for some nonzero constant c 0 .
If y is discontinuous as in the case of median absolute deviation or interquartile range, the influence function is also discontinuous and Condition 2 fails. For a given sample (y 1 , . . . , y n ) with median M n (y), the median absolute deviation scale estimator is given by 1·4826 times the median of {|y i −M n (y)|, 1∏i∏n}. To demonstrate the impact of this discontinuity on the asymptotic normality of the principal component analysis, we shall take the median absolute deviation as an example.
Example 3. Suppose that X=(X 1 , X 2 )∞ has the bivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and variance-covariance matrix S=diag(l 1 , l 2 ). Assume that l 1 >l 2 , and let S c be the M-estimator of scale based on 
for some constant c 0 . The second diagonal element of the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of v @ 1 is proportional to
which tends to infinity at the rate of 1/c as c 0. We have not derived the asymptotic distribution of the robust principal component analysis using the median absolute deviation, but the calculations here suggest that the root-n consistency and asymptotic normality results of Theorem 1 no longer hold in this case.
The examples used above are typical in the sense that the conditions for the asymptotic normality of Theorem 1 can be expected to hold when the functional S has some degree of smoothness. Dispersion functionals with discontinuous influence functions are not recommended as they may blow up the asymptotic variance of v @ k . Although a discontinuity of the influence function is never regarded as a positive feature in the robustness literature, its impact on the efficiency of a resulting estimator is especially large in the context of principal component analysis, because any sequence of approximations to a discontinuous influence function has to suffer from exploding derivatives in a small interval around the point of discontinuity. The simulation study in § 4·3 supports this analysis.
4·3. Some simulation results
We conducted a simulation study to assess the efficiencies of the robust principal component analysis methods discussed in this paper. Three dispersion measures S(.) were chosen: the trimmed standard deviation of Example 1 with a=0·1, the Q n of Rousseeuw & Croux (1993) and the median absolute deviation. Trivariate samples x i of size n=100 and 200 were generated from the Normal model, N{0, diag(1, 2, 4)}, and the ContaminatedNormal model, 0·9N{0, diag(1, 2, 4)}+0·1N{0, diag(25, 2, 4)}.
Since the principal component analysis estimators are rotationally invariant, the efficiency comparisons remain unchanged if the correlation matrix of the normal variables is not diagonal. Note that in this case our target principal components are v 1 =(0, 0, 1)∞, v 2 =(0, 1, 0)∞ and v 3 =(1, 0, 0)∞ with l 1 =4, l 2 =2 and l 3 =1, but the 10% contamination in the Contaminated-Normal model makes the variance of the first coordinate of x i larger than 2. The purpose of considering the Normal model is to assess the efficiency of the robust methods under strict Gaussian models. The purpose of considering the Contaminated-Normal model is to see the value of the robust principal component analysis methods relative to classical principal component analysis when there are a modest number of outliers in the sample.
The robust principal component analysis directions are obtained through optimisation of dispersion over all projections. Since the optimisation problem does not yet have an exact solution, the estimates of v j will depend on the approximate algorithm used. As a result, the variability of v @ j may be largely dictated by the accuracy of the algorithm in locating the maximum. The estimates of the l j are quite stable so long as the v j are reasonably accurate. In this section, we make a distinction between the 'theoretical' and 'practical' efficiencies for estimating v j . The 'theoretical efficiency' is the efficiency of the estimator itself if the scale optimisation is accurately carried out. The 'practical efficiency' is determined by the particular approximate algorithm we used. The approximate algorithm in the report by Croux and Ruiz-Gazen was also tested and yielded a similar but slightly lower level of practical efficiencies.
Here we used a simple random search algorithm. It was meant to be simple and practical, but not fine-tuned for performance with any given model. To find the robust principal component analysis directions, we used spherical coordinates to represent v 1 and performed optimisation of dispersion using 5000 random points to obtain v @ 1 . In the space orthogonal to v @ 1 , which is equivalent to a unit circle, we used 500 random points to find the best v @ 2
, and then v @ 3 . We report practical efficiencies based on this simple search algorithm, but also include results from a more extensive search algorithm, in which an additional search was made near the true directions, to indicate what can be achieved theoretically under Normal models.
For the Normal model, Table 1 gives the bias of √l @ j over 1000 Monte Carlo samples as well as the variance ratio of a robust principal component analysis method relative to classical principal component analysis. We note that the robust methods have larger bias than classical principal component analysis, but, in terms of efficiency, the 10% trimmed standard deviation, (0·1), and the scale estimator Q n of Rousseeuw & Croux (1993) showed relative efficiencies of over 70% in the case of p=3 for estimating l 1 and l 2 . The median absolute deviation performed more poorly. For the Contaminated-Normal model, Normal model
Eff., efficiency; (0·1), 10% trimmed standard deviation; Q n , the scale estimator Q n of Rousseeuw & Croux (1993) ; , median absolute deviation; , classical principal component analysis. Principal components analysis 
Simple, a simple random research algorithm; Ext., an extensive search method; (0·1), 10% trimmed standard deviation; Q n , the scale estimator Q n of Rousseeuw & Croux (1993) ; , median absolute deviation.
the results are also given in Table 1 . They show that classical principal component analysis was much more heavily influenced by the contamination, for instance incurring larger bias for estimating l 2 and l 3 . Ratios of mean squared errors for dv @ j −v j d2=2(1−v @∞ j v j ), calculated for a robust method relative to classical principal component analysis, are reported in Table 2 . The practical efficiencies are low. If the optimisation was carried out more accurately, the relative efficiency in estimating v j moved above 50% for Q n . The robust principal component analysis method using the median absolute deviation has a very low level of efficiency even with our extensive search algorithm, confirming our analysis for Example 3. For the Contaminated-Normal model, classical principal component analysis comes out poorly in the comparison, because classical principal component analysis often homed in on v 3 when estimating the second direction. Again, the robust method based on Q n is the most resilient; its mean squared errors for estimating v j are a small fraction, for example, about 1 50 for estimating v 1 when n=200, of those of classical principal component analysis. In summary, even if an exact optimisation algorithm is not used, our robust principal component analysis methods clearly outperform the principal component analysis in protecting against outliers. The estimates of dispersion are also quite stable. The simulation results were consistent with the analysis of Example 3 regarding the use of median absolute deviation, and were also consistent with the asymptotic efficiency comparisons given by Croux and Ruiz-Gazen. However, the lack of a good optimisation algorithm increases the variability of the direction estimates and leads to low efficiencies under Gaussian models. Therefore, we recommend that robust principal component analysis methods using approximate optimisation algorithms be used as a supplement to the classical approach. Further algorithm development is also required.
A
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